A route recommendation system can provide better recommendation if it also takes collected user reviews into account, e.g. places that generally get positive reviews may be preferred. However, to classify sentiment, many classification algorithms existing today suffer in handling small data items such as short written reviews. In this paper we propose a model for a strongly relevant route recommendation system that is based on an MDL-based (Minimum Description Length) sentiment classification and show that such a system is capable of handling small data items (short user reviews). Another highlight of the model is the inclusion of a set of boosting factors in the relevance calculation to improve the relevance in any recommendation system that implements the model.
INTRODUCTION
A route recommendation system is a system that helps users to find nearest places of interest. The system allows the user to type in a query to find a place, e.g. a restaurant. The system locates all the places within some preset distance that match the query, and then presents them in a ranked list, usually ordered by their Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). LND4IR'18, July 12, 2018 , Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). routing distance. The user then selects one of them, and the system will then displays the corresponding route to the selected place. Nowadays, people also write reviews on places they visited. These comments are often available for public. Exploiting them can improve the relevance of the routes recommended by such a system, e.g. by preferring places with generally positive reviews. To be able to do this, the system must first be able to analyze the 'sentiments' of the reviews, e.g. whether a given comment indicates an excited user, or otherwise a bored one. However, one of main obstacles in applying sentiment analysis on user reviews is that these documents are small (most user reviews consist only of one or two sentences), and hence the information they individually convey is very limited as well.
One way to infer the sentiment that a piece of information conveys is by classifying the information into some domain of sentiments. So, it can be seen as a classification problem. Previously, the work by Sigurbjornsson and van Zwol (2008) [13] proposed to handle small data items by using pairwise tag cooccurences. The approach is both accurate and fast, but it needs larger sets of co-occuring tags to do the tagging; tagging here means assigning keywords or terms to a piece of information about an object. The work by Menezes et al. (2010) [9] used association rules instead and showed that exploiting association rules with more than two tags can improve accuracy. The association rule is employed to a database of sets of tags collection. Using a pattern selection method which is based on a compression technique such as Minimum Description Length (MDL) can further improve the accuracy [7] . A pattern here refers to a set of tags/terms, as the representation of documents viz. visitor reviews, that usually go together. A data structure such as code table can be used to store patterns' relative frequencies [15] and turns out to be able to accurately summarize a database. Alternatively, using a classification technique based on association rules mining, one can use MDL to mine very frequent patterns [8] in a sentiment database. This method [8] assigns more associated tags (two or more tags) and is slightly faster due to the use of code tables acting as summary databases to classify a data item.
In general, existing classifications techniques are either based on rules induction or based on association rules. A NaiveBayes (NB) technique [4] is frequently used for text classification because it is easy to implement but the drawback is that it tends to be slower and more complex because we must a priori specify the LND4IR'18, July 12, 2018, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA D. Puspitaningrum et al. 2 setting of model parameters, i.e. the prior probability. Even then, computing a posterior may be extremely difficult and this often leads to computationally infeasible situation. Another well-known technique is SVM [2] that has good performance but suffers in careful set up of key parameters. SVMs are also very sensitive to the problem that they are handling, so we end up needing different setups for different problems. An MDL-based classification technique is an NB-like algorithm, but it takes advantages of the availability of the distribution of sample data, encoded in a socalled 'code table'. If the database is an i.i.d. sample of some underlying data distribution, using an optimal code table of this distribution will well compress any arbitrary sample of records/transactions from the database. The MDL technique is expected to mine and select item-sets that are very characteristic for the data.
In our work, we are interested in the research question of whether a highly relevant route recommendation system can be built on top of an MDL-based sentiment analysis. This paper presents a model of such a system and an evaluation of the performance of an implementation of the model. In addition to an MDL back-end the model also incorporates a scoring function a la [6] that has been boosted with factors that include sentiment. We measured the performance of our recommendation system on standard benchmarks: SVM, NB, C4.5 [11] for classification techniques on sentiment analysis tasks. The results were promising. Furthermore, we also experimented with various routing algorithms (A* [10], Yen's [16] , and Dijkstra [3] ) used to rank the places' distances. We evaluated how they affect the relevance of search results in terms of the F-measure, G-measure [5] , and M-measure [1] . Fig. 1 illustrates the schema of our proposed route recommendation system model. We have implemented this model and evaluated its performance later (see Section 3 for experimental setup and Section 4 for the results). There are two main stages in the system: first is the sentiment analysis and second is the recommendation stages. In the first stage, the database of visitor reviews as the knowledge source of the recommendation system is classified into two sentiments: either positive sentiment or negative sentiment. This process of classifying knowledge source can be done offline. The corresponding information retrieval process involves: noise or stopword removal, keyword extraction using RAKE [12] , and sentiment classification. In order to do the last part, a classifier must have proper vocabularies of positive, negative, and negation words. In the recommendation stage, the user poses a query to find a place. His/her position (latitude and longitude) is then detected and a road network within some predefined radius is generated. A shortest path routing algorithm is used to compute distances for each candidate place that meets the query's criteria. A scoring function is then used to score the candidates. Finally, the system returns a visualization of the routes to the user.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
We highlight some points about the proposed routing recommendation system model: 1) a classification technique that can handle small sized data such as user reviews, 2) query boosting to improve recommendation quality, and 3) a proper selection of the routing algorithm. The first two will be described in the following subsections in this Section 2. The last one will be discussed in the Section 6 on our experiments' results.
Sentiment Analysis
We will use an MDL-based classification to do the sentiment analysis; more specifically the KRIMP algorithm [15] . The algorithm mines frequent patterns of itemsets in a database. Different from Apriori, in KRIMP the frequent itemsets are mined by only picking frequent patterns that compress the database best (see Fig. 2 , left).
Figure 2: Preprocessing activities
All frequent patterns are put in a code table, which in a sense is a representative of the original database, but smaller in size. To use KRIMP as a classifier, a training database D which has been tagged with the used class labels is needed. Then D is split to construct a partition Dk for each class k, to derive the corresponding code table CTk, see Fig. 2 (right). All class labels are then removed from all transactions (rows). After some pruning process, all CTk is incremented by 1 to ensure that their code length can be calculated, thus a transaction can be encoded. For pruning, KRIMP uses post-acceptance pruning. That is, KRIMP only prunes when a candidate pattern F is accepted. F is accepted when the candidate code table CTc = CT Ս F is better than CT, i.e.
L(D,CTc) < L(D,CT).
Each code table CTk will act as the classifier for k. Algorithm 1 shows the classification algorithm. Line 2 constructs all the code tables. For now we should ignore line 3 and pretend that D'' is the database of user reviews. To classify each transaction t ϵ D'', we first calculate the encoding of t according to all code tables. By the MDL property of KRIMP, t has a higher probability to belong to a class k if the length of its encoding according to CTk is shorter. So, we can classify t by assigning it to the class whose code table yields the shortest encoding of t. This is determined by the loop in lines 7-14.
More precisely, line 9 calculates the optimal code length of each code in each code table. If freq(c) is the frequency of itemset c in an code table CTk, then we normalize it with the total frequency of all itemsets in the table. Since frequency determines probability of tag co-occurences in the database, the more frequent an itemset reduces the size of the databases the higher probability it has. This is the use of -log in Step 9.
Step 10-14 aims to find the shortest code length among the CTk's. The winner class is the class k whose CTk yields the shortest code length. Finally D'' is partitioned according to the classification, to yield partitions D''k for each class k (line 15).
For the purpose of the experiments in Section 6 we want to simulate a database containing short user reviews. So in line 3 we introduce a truncation step. We create a degenerated database D'' by randomly dropping some tags of every transaction t in D. Only a percentage of (1-δ) of the lexicographically ordered tags of t will be picked; δ is data degeneration factor or truncated factor. A tag can be a term or a word phrase that represent subset of a document (e.g. visitor reviews database).
The Recommendation Step
During the recommendation step we need to rank/score the resulting candidates that match the given query. As the starting point, we use the scoring function as in [6] as it allows us to give more weight to the more interesting documents and to documents that contain query phrases rather than individual query terms. More precisely, given a user query q and a result document d, this scoring function is defined by:
where queryNorm(q) is the query normalization used to find the most interesting documents that meet the user query; coord(q,d) is the query coordination used to give more importance on phrases than individual terms. Field-length normalization norm(ti,d) is used to measure the importance of a term ti ϵ q in the document d, with regards to their field length. Other scoring elements are: tf, idf, and boosting factors. To support the goal of building a model for highly relevant recommendation systems that can suggest desired nearest place to the user, we must also assign a robust classification technique to handle few data, we must also take other supporting factors into account such as: the distance and the place's popularity to improve the quality of information.
Boosting Factors. To improve the scoring we propose the following boosting function, capturing several key aspects such as the physical routing distance between a candidate place and the user (we would prefer closer candidates) and, importantly, the place's sentiment as inferred from its reviews: (2) where each boosting component is defined as below. The scores of boosting factors are in the range of 0-3 as the average number of component query terms in searching system is 3 terms [14] .
The five proposed boosting factors are as follow: 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Data
We use nearest restaurant recommendation as the case study, using the datasets from FourSquare 2 and Yelp Dataset Challenge 3 . In particular, we collected restaurant dataset from FourSquare from 6 February 2016 -7 April 2016 which results in a text corpus of 2800 words from 699 transactions and restaurant review datasets from Yelp, resulting in a text corpus with more than 267450 words from 7999 transactions. All is compressed in MDL with minimum support equal to 1. It has a very low score since we want to capture more associations but only few corpora exists on many transactions in the databases.
Evaluation
Classification results were measured using several metrics: precision, recall (sensitivity), F1, true negative rate (specificity), accuracy, and predicted positive condition rate (ppcr).
To measure database dissimilarity in classification of sentiment analysis of user reviews, we hold that: given two CTs, e.g. CT1 and CT2 respectively, then CT2(t) -CT1(t) measures how characteristic t is for database D1; see [15] .
Search results ranking were measured using F, G, and M measures. F-measure [5] is an extension of Kendall's tau that is used to handle when the compared recommendation systems use routing algorithms that rank non-identical sets of elements (URL of restaurants). F attains the value 1 when the two lists are identically ranked and the value 0 when the lists appear in the opposite order. G-measure works contrarily to F. G altogether with M is used to know if the lists are in high positions. F, G, M all have scores in the range 0-3. F-measure [5] is defined by extension [1] :
where k is length of comparing list, Z is the set of overlapping elements, z is the size of Z, S is the set of elements that only appear in the first list of two comparing lists, and T is the set of elements that only appear in the second list. k+1 symbolized the extended case in which the two comparing lists are not identical, so by F (k+1) (τ1,τ2) there is an arbitrary placement larger than the length of the list to documents appearing in one of the lists but not in the other. τ1(i) is the Kendall's tau for S, and τ2(i) is the
Kendall's tau for T. G-measure [5] is a normalization of F (k+1)
, over all lists of queries and search routing algorithms, defined by:
where rank1(i) is the rank of element i in the first set and rank2(i) is its rank in the second set. len1 and len2 each is a length of list1 and list2. S is the set of elements that appear in the first list but not in the second list. T is the set of elements that appear in the second list, but not in the first list. M is normalization of M' and defined by 
RESULTS
Three experiments were conducted. The first two evaluate the performance of MDL-based sentiment analysis. The third experiment investigates the interplay with the used routing algorithm. In Table 1 we used KRIMP algorithm with small minimum support (minsup=3) to compress the database. We set the minsup with small number to have representative frequent pattern item sets of the original database. As Fig. 2 stated, we divide the database into two classes of user reviews' sentiment analysis, the positive class and the negative class. By MDL compresion (KRIMP) we obtain the code table (CT) from each classes that later they are used to measure the distance of a user review (or a "transaction") to each of the classes. The transaction will belong to a class with shorter distance. The typical KRIMP output is a CT consists of non singleton and singleton item sets.The optimal set of frequent item sets is defined as the item sets in which its CT can minimizes the total compressed size of CT and the size of the database (|D|+|CT|). It is clear from Table 1 that the Yelp databases contains more data than the FourSquare database, with maximum length up to 292 tags per transaction, whereas in FourSquare it is a very small database with maximum length of 10 tags per transaction. To simulate small data items we apply truncation on the used evaluation databases. This is as explained in Section 2.1 ---see again the explanation of line 3 in Algorithm 1. To simulate increasingly lower information density (in user reviews), we try different truncation/degeneration factors, namely δ= {0%, 25%, 33%, 50%, 67%}. 
MDL-based Classification on Large Size Database
The first experiment assumes that we have access to a large amount of user reviews. For this experiment we use the Yelp challenge dataset. Table 2 shows the result, the MDL technique KRIMP is very strong. It outperforms linear and RBF SVM in terms of accuracy, precision, and F1 measure, implying that the code tables produced by KRIMP form a very good model of the original database. Further, we can see that classification performance of KRIMP is mostly influenced by δ: the performance decreases as δ increases. In MDL, a transaction t is assigned a class label belonging to the code table with the minimal encoded length. Therefore the predicted positive condition rate (PPCR) of KRIMP is lower than SVM, since it uses code tables (models), not the total percentage of the total population. This is also the case why MDL-based classification has lower scores than the SVMs on terms of sensitivity and specificity. If Table 2 shows results where the evaluation sets are the same with the training sets, in Table 3 , we further investigate the effect of different coverage testing area, denoted by the cross-validation training sets parameter, given seen and unseen evaluation data on certain percentages of truncation. In Table 3 , we divide training and testing datasets separately with 80:20 percentages (seen:unseen percentages) of total number of transactions in the database. Then for training set we take the cross-validation set up (or CV for short) into account. If the CV=1 means that we use all the 80% of total number of transactions in the database as the training dataset, while CV={2,5,10} means we divide the training database (viz. the 80% of total database) into either 2, or 5, or 10 splits respectively and used the CV-1 splits that combined together as the training set whereas the testing set is taken from the remain one split.
From Table 3 , it clearly shows that the accuracy of the data will be dropped as the percentage levels of the data degeneration were increased. The situation mostly to occur in unseen testing data. From Table 3 , we also observe that although RBF SVM is better than KRIMP on seen testing data but RBF SVM's performance decrease as the truncation factor increase. The Table 3 shows that the RBF SVM is not as stable as KRIMP performance when handling data degeneration. The KRIMP, in other hand, is still maintain very high accuracy on unseen testing data regardless the truncated factors. Fig. 3 gives a closer look of Table 3 . From Table 3 and Fig. 3, it shows that the more training instances trained to the system the better the accuracy of the classification. Fig. 4 is a sample of how the size of the encoded database in total influences the accuracy score. From Fig. 4 even for the very few tags database case, such as the FourSquare database with maximum length of 10 tags per transaction that truncated into only 33% of data remaining, we can see that the larger coverage size of the original database it has, denoted by its Total Encoded Size, the better the average score the MDL model has. Or one can conclude that the large the size that is covered by the encoded database, the closer the MDL model to the original database thus maintaining the good accuracy of the MDL-based classification system. 
MDL-based Classification on Small Size Database
In the second experiment we evaluate the performance of KRIMP on a smaller database, to simulate the situation where we do not yet have much user reviews as our base. For this, we use the FourSquare datasets. Table 4 shows the result, while Fig. 6 provides a visualization derived from Table 4 is below 11 seconds). In general, from Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 show that until 50% of data degeneration, well-known classifiers such as SVM, Naive Bayes, and C4.5 can maintain their performance. Although the classifiers show good results but their performances were still below the MDL-based (viz. KRIMP) accuracy, both in large size database or small database. Fig. 7 is the code length difference histogram for encoded length difference between CT0 and CT275. From Fig. 7 , the distribution of code length is concentrated only on certain large size of bits that indicates that the two user reviews' sentiment classes, both positive class and negative class, are easy to classify due to they are highly distinct in characteristics. If the code length difference is in small bits range, it means the classes have more similarity in characteristics.
Improving The System Performance Using Embedded Boosting Factors
In the final experiment, we investigate the influence of incorporating reviews' sentiment to the resulting recommendation. As comparison, we implemented three routing algorithms: Dijkstra [3] , A* [10] , and Yen [16] . They may produce different routes (and therefore also different distance). We test each one of them, with the boosting factors described in Section 2.2 turned on (hence it will take sentiment into account), and compare the resulting recommendation list with that of using Dijkstra without the boosting factors (hence ignoring other boosting factors but the distance factor). As the database we use the FourSquare datasets. There are 90 queries used in the experiments. We use a different natural formulation of user queries, for example a query could mention either the name or address of the inquired restaurant, instead of just mentioning food names. The motivation is to test if the retrieval system can retrieve relevant recommendations as user expects, viz. by considering popularity and nearness of a place, field and query matching, as well as that the recommended place must originated from a place that categorized has positive sentiment. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the results, with the latter showing more details. The x-axis represent the number of overlapping elements (normalized to [0.. Fig. 8 shows that the M-measure is almost always considerably higher than the G-measure. It means that, in general, the overlapping elements in search results are in highly ranked. However, in the overlapping range of [0.6..0.8) G is actually higher than M, implying that the overlapping elements tend to appear at the opposite sides of the recommended lists. Fig. 9 suggests that the best routing algorithm for the recommendation model is either A* or Yen. The use of Dijkstranorel is not suggested because its relevant search results are in the lower positions. Furthermore, the trend of G movements is the opposite to F, while F movements are similar to M. By considering its formula, the M-measure is good in handling overlapping areas and in handling comparisons of lists with different length. With M  0.71 in average, and with the G scores mostly lower than the M scores, as well as the high average of the F scores (F=0.72), these indicate that the proposed routing recommendation system model is very strong both in returning highly relevant search results on top positions as well as in returning most recommended (overlapped) search results. Its total running time is acceptable (only 11.25 seconds).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have focused on providing high quality recommendation system model using boosting factors in scoring function and the use of MDL principles on classification tasks. We have shown that using MDL-based classification we can handle classification on small data items very well. Our findings indicate that improvements in classification can be achieved by using code table from large datasets. We have shown that coverage area in training dataset has strong impact on classification accuracy. The larger the size that is covered by the encoded database the closer its MDL model to the original database thus will result in very good accuracy. For the few or limited database, although the performance of the MDL-based classification degrades on when the data items grow shorter, simulated by increasing degeneration factor δ, it still outperforms other state of the art classification techniques --we permit up to 67% of data loss. Next, we have found that a proper selection of shortest routing algorithm (e.g. A* or Yen's) can provide further gains in quality. Finally, adding boosting factors can provide further gains in quality of the recommendation system model. The recommendation system model described in this paper can be implemented in various recommendation projects that use routing data and face the small data instances problem on its knowledge source. 
